
Adolescents who experienced more body

surveillance reported greater difficulties

with attentional focus through higher 

 appearance-related shame

Body surveillance did not directly

influence attention 

04 Results

It is important to target appearance-related

shame to reduce some of the negative

impact of body surveillance on attentional

focus, which may have implications in

adolescent sport participation, retainment,

and experiences

05 Takeaway

Explore the role of other emotions

related to the body's appearance (e.g.,

embarrassment, envy)

Understand the associations across time

06 Future work

The social and judgement-based nature of

sport increases body surveillance (i.e., a

focus on the body)

Body surveillance is higher during

adolescence and disrupts the focus

needed to effectively engage in tasks,

including sport

Little is known about the mechanisms that

underpin the association between body

surveillance and attention

Theory suggests body surveillance may

negatively influence attentional focus by

increasing appearance-related shame

01 Introduction

To explore whether appearance-related

shame mediates the relationship between

body surveillance and attentional focus

among youth

02 Objective

Adolescents (N = 167; Mage = 16.00 ± 1.01

years) completed self-report measures of

body surveillance, appearance-related

shame, and attentional focus

Mediation was tested using ordinary least

squares regression in the PROCESS macro

in SPSS

03 Methodology
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